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Sprouse: Vowels that borrow moras: Geminates and weight in OT

Vowels that borrow moras: Geminates and weight in OT1

Ronald Sprouse
University of California at Berkeley

This paper discusses the representatton of gemmate consonants WJttun Morcuc Theory
(Hyman 1 985, Hayes 1 989, Zec 1 988) tn Hindi, Selkup and Pac1fic Yup1k and the
consequences of this representation for a typology of syllable weight. Versions of Mora1c
Theory that distinguish gemmate consonants from regular consonants by mora count in UR
have been claimed to lead to incorrect predictions of syllable weight (Tranel 1 99 1 ) I argue
that this apparent problem is an artifact of serial derivational approaches to phonology
however, and is not a necessary result of a constratnt-based theory such as Optimality Theory
(OT) (Prince & Smolensky (P&S) 1993, McCarthy & Pnnce (M&P) 1 993) In part1cular the
cross-linguistic pattern of contribution or non-contribution of geminates to syllable weight
emerges from the variable ranking of licensing and faithfulness constraints
1.

Background: Moraic Theory and assumptions

Moraic Theory assumes a basic two-way distmction between light and heavy
syllables, with light syllables consisting of a smgle mora while heavy syllables cons1st of two
Hayes ( 1 989) proposes the Weight-by-Position rule (WBP), shown m ( 1 ), which ass1gns
moraic status to a coda consonant This language-particular rule results m b1moraic, heavy
syllables In languages without WBP, CVC is light by definition
(1)

Weight-by-Position

l
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1 I am grateful to Sharon lnkelas for advice and encouragement m the preparatiOn of th1s paper I would
also like to thank the members of the Fall 1 995 Phonology Reading Group at UC Berkeley for comrnenL� on earlier
vers1ons of this paper and Mark Hew1tt for dtscuss1on of Pacific Yuptk Any errors are my own
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Selkup (discussed in Tranel 1 99 1 , Davis 1 994, data from Kuznecova, et al ( 1 980)
via H&C 1983 1 89) supports Tranel's claim by treating both CVC and CVG syllables as light
(CVG refers to a syllable closed by a geminate.) The data in (4) illustrates Selkup stress the
rightmost heavy syllable receives stress (b), with default initial stress in the event there is no
heavy syllable (a). CVC syllables fail to attract stress. (c) is crucial in demonstrating that CVG
syllables also fait to attract stress.

(4)

a) default initial stress - eve light
a mtr na

qu m+ n+k
Ull lltn tt

b) rightmost heavy syllable

'eats'

qu mooq II Iii 'your two friends'

'human being' (dat.)

qu moo qi

'wolverine'

qolr cim pa t+ 'found'

c) nghtmost heavy syllable - evG bght
uu elk kak

Tranel

'two human beings'

' I am working'

( 1 99 1 ) proposes the Principle of Equal Weight for Codas to account for

Selkup-type languages.

(5)

Principle of Equal Weight for Codas cetens partbus,

coda porttons of geminate

consonants behave in the same way as other coda consonants with respect to syllable
weight

As a statistical tendency the observation that languages always assign equal weight
to singleton and geminate coda consonants is correct. However, as a universal principle it is
falsified by the stress facts of the Hindi dialect analyzed in Davis ( 1 994)

3.

Davis' counterexample: Hindi stress
Davis

( 1 994) argues that some languages treat CVC and CVG syllables differently
( 1 987) The
examples in (6) demonstrate this dialect's stress pattern. Stress falls on the leftmost heavy

A stress pattern Davis discusses is from the Hindi dialect described in Gupta

syllable (b), with default initial stress (a) As in Selkup, CVC syllables are transparent to the
stress rule and are therefore light (c). Unlike Selkup, CVG syllables do attract stress and are

therefore heavy (d). The numbers in parentheses refer to page numbers in Gupta ( 1 987)

(6)

a) default mttial stress

b) leftmost heavy syllable

a.nu.ma.ti

aa.vaa.raa

'vagabond'

da kaa.re

'belches'

ni.Ua nii

'clue'

'permission'

( 1 36)
kU ma.ti
'evil thinking' ( 1 37)
a.nu.mo.dan 'approbation' ( 1 37)
'good taste'
su.ru.ci
( 1 36)
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Moraic structure weU-fonnedness will be expressed in tenns of moraic licensing in the sense
of Zec ( 1 988, 1995), in which a mora can exist only if it dominates a segment of some
minimum sonority These sonority requirements are usually more restrictive for the leftmost,
or strong, mora than for the rightmost, or weak, mora The licensmg constramt I assume ts
an elaboration of License(�) as developed in Ito, Mester and Padgett ( 1 995)
( 1 0)

License(�): The phonological feature � must be licensed.

License(Jl), shown in ( I I ), elaborates on License(�) by targeting prosodic structure rather
than subsegmental features 2
( 1 1)

License(Jl):

ll

must be licensed (i.e., must be linked to a segment of given sonority)

Moraic licensing must be specific to individual languages The interpretation offered
by Zec for the language-particular application of a rule such as WBP is that in languages with
WBP any segment is sufficiently sonorous to license a mora, while in languages without WBP
only [-cons] segments license a mora For Hindi and Selkup, then, I assume that [-cons]
segments license moras but [+cons] segments do not

Ranking of Con(Jl) and License(Jl): Languages ranking Corr(Jl) above License(Jl)
will have heavy CVG syllables regardless ofthe moraic status of singleton consonants because
Corr(Jl) demands that a geminate's mora in UR must be in the ouput string The effects of
this ranking are visible in ( 1 2), an example from Hindi The optimal candidate in ( 1 2) is (a),
which preserves underlying moraic structure Although the underlying llb is not properly
licensed in (a), this candidate still outperfonns (b), which violates the higher-ranked Corr(Jl)
by omitting �-'• Underlining highlights the relevant syllables for evaluation.

12)

Hindi:Corrlu\ >> I •............ ru\- (':V( hP-llVV

r ·�b rtd 19 f t

a t a l i k a y

a)
....

f,a

Corr(ll)

e

;f,

f �b/ I ffd

aJ

b)

�g

f

u

•

( I!b)

a . . . .

/'

f\ � ld

a . . . .

License( I!)

.,

(I!.)

A reasonable alternative candidate to the winner in ( 1 2a) is one in which both moras
2

The 1dea of mora1c hcensmg also differs from feature hcensmg m that 1t IS bottom-up, that IS to say,
areby
hcensed
by the segments they donunate
Feature
Published
ScholarWorks@UMass
Amherst,
1996hcensmg m Ito, Mester and Padgett ( 1995) proceeds5
10 a top-down manner, With features hcensed by the structure that donunates them
mora�
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the geminate's mora (J.�J violates moraic licensing. A monomoraic, light syllable as therefore
the optimal one
Another way to satisfy License(Jl) by violating Corr(Jl) would be to delete the mora
corresponding to the geminate instead of the one corresponding to the vowel Tlus would
result in degemination, not the desired result In order to distinguish such a candidate from
( J 3b), Corr(Jl) must be split into two constraints that require correspondence of the vowel's
underlying mora versus the consonant's underlying mora.
( 1 6)

Corr(V-11):

A

1-1

coindexed with a V in input must be present in the output

( 1 7)

Corr(C-11):

A

1-1

coindexed with a C in input must be present an the output

In Selkup Corr(C-11) must outrank Corr(V-Jl) A hypothetical language with the opposite
ranking is illustrated in ( 1 8)
'18)

Hvootl
u
•ti....l• I �....... �·�lu\ >> CnrrlV-u\ >> CnrrlC-u\ - nnaeminatinn
Corr ( V - J.L )
Corr ( C - J.L )
License ( J.L )

ffb rr.t ��
f,
/I, ;f
ffb .r-� I ��
,, II II
r tbl I .rvl �\

u
a)

b)

c)
Q'

c

u

c

u

c

,,

a

t

1

k

1

t

a

t

a

;f

If

.,
( J.�J

ffbl / fc / �\

u

c

t k

a

.,
(J.�,)

•

( J.�J

This ranking proves to be uninteresting, however, since it will always prevent the
expression of an underlying geminate on the surface, therefore, the language learner has no
reason ever to posit a moraic consonant in UR The ranking Corr(V-Jl) >> Corr(C-Jl) can
only describe languages that lack underlying geminates Since the languages under discussion
in this paper do have underlying geminates, I will not consider any candidate that favors a
Corr violation of a consonant's underlying mora over a vowel's underlying mora
Now that we have seen how reranking of License(Jl) and Corr(C-Jl) generates a
typology an which CVG syllables may be eather heavy or light, we will examme the Chugach
dialect of Pacific Yupik, with its more complex licensing requirements and stress patterns
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(21)

a) In leu w tuu tan
b) pi hi wa kAx. tuq
c) lw ka qa

'you're going to backpack'
'he's making too much'
'my cat'

40 I

( 1 1 6)
(101)

(86)

The evidence from stress indicates that only [-cons] segments ltcense a mora smce CVC and
CVG are both light, the exception to this generalization is the first syllable, in wluch any root
node may license a mora
Further evidence for the exceptional ltcensing of moras in the first syllable comes from
PLS attracts stress to the syllable before an underlymg
Pre-Long Strengthening (PLS)
long vowel or diphthong When PLS targets a non-initial open syllable a long vowel results
due to Iambic Lengthening, as in the second syllable of (22a), (22b) shows that when PLS
targets an open initial syllable, gemmation results (In (22a) the triggering environment is
rendered opaque by closed syllable shortening )

(22)

Closed o shortening
PLS
[mu luu kul] 'if you take a long time'
a) lmulukuut/ --+ mu lW.l kUut --+
'by his boat'
b) �qayukunl --+qa�aa kun

(87)
(88)

The PLS facts foUow the same pattern as the stress facts when PLS targets non-m 1t1al
syllables. vowel lengthening results smce the onset of the followmg syllable cannot license the
second mora of the target syllable, in initial syllables PLS results in gemmation because the
onset of the following syUable may ltcense a mora in the initial syllable. To capture the special
behavior of initial eve. a disjunctive licensing statement is needed
(23)

License(J.L) (Pacific Yupik) To be properly licensed, fJ must be ltnked to a member
of the set { [-cons]. [ "'[0 RtNode ] }

5.2

eve and eVG

We will now examme the behavior of CVC and CVG m different envtronments,
beginrung wtth the Initial syllable Since CVG IS normally light, as m Selkup, License(J1) must
dominate CorT(Jl), a ranking which always YJelds monomora1c CVC and CVG tn Selkup PY
initial syllable licensing renders License(J.L) irrelevant in that syllable, however, a fact that
allows initial CVC to be heavy but does not explain why it must be heavy To tlus end Hewttt
( 1 994) proposes an Initial Stress constraint that attracts stress to the initial syllable Initial
Stress cannot be allowed to lengthen the vowel of an uutial CV syllable, however For Hewttt
Initial Stress motivates the addition of a non-nuclear mora to the first syllable, and vowels
are restricted from linking to non-nuclear moras My analysis also assumes Initial Stress, but
my mora1c model does not include a nuclear/non-nuclear distmctJOn, and so I assume that
NoLongVowel (Sherer 1 994, P&S 1 993), which prohibits vowels from linking to mult1ple
moras, dominates Initial Stress The end result is that CVC and CVG are both heavy m the
initial syllable.

PublishedIn
bynon-initial
ScholarWorks@UMass
1996
position, eveAmherst,
is ordinarily
light and doesn't attract stress, however, in 9
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motivates 4 The second mora of this syllable incurs a licensing violation, as does the second
mora of a stressed eve syllable Again. this violation results from the ranking of IL
>> License(fi), along with the high ranking of NoLonga
,/ � fh m::l'mmal
IL

ll7)

re

ta �b

t u m a m a
q'

I
I
I
I

;I ;f\ ;I
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u
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I
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l
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(I.P.P.r IQR'i 137)
I
NoLonge
License ( fJ. )
I
I

.,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.,

ln (25) and (27) License(Jl) is not trivially satisfied as it was in initial syllables Despite this
fact both eve and eVG emerge as birnoraic syUables when stressed because a higher ranked
constraints compels the syllable to be bimoraic.
The one environment in which eve and evG behave differently is in unstressed
position eve syllables are allowed and are monomoraic evG syllables are not allowed, and
underlying geminates degeminate.
(28)

/iqlunniXtuq/

�

[iq. lu.nix tuqJ

'he stopped lying'

(87)

Degemination results from the constraint Minimize Unstressed o, which serves as a
counterpart to n. by making unstressed syllables less prominent
(29)

Minimize Unstressed o: Minimize segmental content in an unstressed syllable (i e ,
o dominates as few root nodes as possible)

Hewitt ( 1 994) observes that degemination incurs only a faithfulness violation of a mora but

4 Hew�n ( 1 994) regards schwa as an empty mora that doesn't hove any feoturol motenal to spread to the
second mora. Regardless of the particular mechanism used to account for the absence of long schwas, the eructa!
Published
by remams
ScholarWorks@UMass
1996 tilled by vowels hnk to a tollowmg onset when no
11
observation
the same moratcAmherst,
posttions normally
vowel ts avatlable to hnk to the mora
••
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I
I

/I\

a o t

P.bP.r

I

I

u. . .

••

* !

{ta)

{x)

( 3 1 ) and (32) demonstrate that eve and evG behave differently in unstressed syllables,
evG degeminates and eve is unaffected This differential behaviOr IS a result of high-ranked
CorrSeg and low-ranked Corr(p)

6.

Conclusions:

When geminates and singleton consonants behave differently, as they do in Hindi and
in PY unstressed syllables, it is a result of the high ranking of a Corr faithfulness constramt,
though in PY Min also plays a role. This was seen in the case of Hindi, in which Corr(Jl) IS

ranked high, and in PY unstressed syllables, in which CorrSeg is ranked high When
low, geminates and other consonants behave the same, as m Selkup

(12)

eVG

heavy

eVG
light

c;,.. in:

It

eorr IS

-·

eve light

eve heavy

a) Hindi

c) Pac1fic Yupik (initial & stressed o)

eorr(e-ll) >> License(ll)

License(ll) irrelevant

b) Selkup
Pacific Yupik (unstressed o
degeminat10n)

d)

• not predicted

License(ll) >> eorr(e-ll)
It is now possible to see why cell (d) in the typology in (33) is not predicted by this
analysis In a language where eve is uniformly heavy, License(J1) is trivially satisfied by
being linked to any segment Its ranking with respect to Corr(J1) is therefore irrelevant, and
the faithfulness constraint will demand that both the vowel's and the consonant's underlymg
moras be in the output evG will therefore always be heavy

6.1

Implications

6.1 . 1

Representation of geminates

The differential behavior of geminates and singleton consonants supports the claim
that geminates are associated with a mora in UR rather than argues against it A theory which
supposes that underlying geminates consist of consecutive root nodes 1s not capable of
separating the behavior of geminates and singleton consonants in the same way (Selkirk
1990) It would be difficult to incorporate the facts of Hindi stress or PY degemination into
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